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Make your make-up and other cosmetics items with all-natural, organic ingredients in your own
kitchen!***COLOR EDITION***With the vast numbers of cosmetic and cosmetics out there, many
people wonder why anyone would like to make their own. It easy and you will see that person and skin
glow! On the other hand, people are also becoming more health conscious and thus understand the idea
of using items that you will be very familiar with (because you produced them!).This book is a wonderful
starting place in your journey to becoming your own alchemist of beauty. Choosing the best product can
also be difficult in case you have certain sensitivities, allergy symptoms, and health concerns. Of course,
when you make your cosmetics, you can personalize them however you would like.There really are
several reasons to start out making your own makeup, cosmetics, and beauty products.Inside you'll
discover:Equipment and elements had a need to make your makeup and cosmetics at homeTips,
techniques, and basics of making your make-up and beauty productsStep-by-step methods to make your
own cosmetics includingFace care: cleansers, scrubs, masks, toners, astringentsFull Encounter Makeup
including powdered foundation and liquid foundationEye care and makeup including powdered attention
shadow, cream eyesight shadow, mascara and eyelinerLip care including lip balm, lip gloss, lipsticks and
lip moisturizersBody care such as soap, bath soaks, body scrubs, moisturizer and hair careBody fresh
items such as deodorant, body powder, body sprays, and perfumesSeveral fast and simple no-recipe
needed beauty hacksHandy Resources for component substitutions, shades, and DIY suppliersScroll back
again up and grab your copy today! No one will know your product as well as you, and you will know
everything that went into producing your ideal cream, make-up, or facial mask.” You may even enjoy it so
much that you make a business from it, and when nothing else, the pleasure of using something you
produced yourself, or giving it to somebody you care about, is extremely satisfying. Not to mention, that
makeup made out of things such as cocoa powder and cinnamon smells marvelous! Also, you will be
saving cash by making your personal products, and you can adjust the quantities and frequency to meet
up your needs. With each one of these advantages, no wonder DIY make-up and beauty products is a no
brainer! There are several brands out there that advertise natural ingredients and numerous benefits, but
there is always a question about how exactly much of that is marketing and how much of it really is true.
Time may be an issue for some, and the convenience of store-bought products is undeniable, but for the
most part making your personal is very much indeed a “pro” rather than “con.
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Love just how they educate you about the history of the ... I believe this book is fine I wish the writer .
Good DIY Beauty Book For anyone who has just started making her own beauty/pores and skin care
products (I have super sensitive pores and skin), this book was super informative. The reserve was easy to
understand. Defiantly an excellent reference guide. I would definitely recommend this book to someone
else who's just starting out and even those of you who aren't. It gave a list of suggested equipment, a
listing of substitutions, and a summary of ingredients and what they're useful for. Love how they educate
you about the history of the globe changing around us at the same time of explaining how exactly to help
yourself not to irritate your pores and skin for those who have sensitive pores and skin and when you're
allergic to a lot of things such as this in the store this way I can produce my own and feel much better
about myself however in the best health way possible... I believe this book is okay I wish the writer would
explain the significance of purchasing non nano uncoated zinc oxide instead of ordinary ole zinc oxide
there are some things the author must have gone comprehensive with but didn't
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